It is well known that in a weak Bezout domain each prime factorization of an element is unique up to similarity. In this paper, a corresponding extension to primary factorizations is ob-
An integral domain with unity is called a weak Bezout domain1 by P. M. Cohn in [2] iff the sum and intersection of any two principal right ideals that have nonzero intersection are again principal. There it is shown that in such a ring any prime factorization of an element is unique up to order of factors and similarity. This generalizes the familiar result for commutative weak Bezout domains (called Bezout rings) that any prime factorization of an element is unique up to order of factors and associates. Just as in the commutative case one also considers primary decompositions, and when they exist the question of uniqueness arises. In this note we study primary factorizations in a weak Bezout domain, and we show that any primary factorization of an element is unique up to order of factors and similarity (associates for the commutative case). In what follows R denotes a weak Bezout domain, 2?*=i?\{0}, and U denotes the group of units of R. We assume the reader is familiar with the geld An element bER*\U is called p-primary for some prime p iff every prime factor of b is similar to p and every nonunit r-or /-factor of b has at least one prime factor. We call c = CiC2 ■ ■ • cn a primary factorization of c iff each d is p,-primary for some prime pi and pf^pj whenever iy*j. An element of R*\ U need not have a primary factorization even if it can be factored into primes. This is obviously the case in a power series ring in noncommuting indeterminates over a field.
The main result is the following theorem whose proof will follow from the lemmas below.
Theorem.
// R is a weak Bezout domain and cER*\U has two pri- Proof. Assume ab' = bpe and a'=pe. In the notation of Lemma 1, pe=x'c' and p is either a /-factor of x' or a l-S-factor of c' by Lemma 2. Hence, p is either a l-S-iactor of x by Lemma 2 and thus an 5-factor of a or an 5-factor of b'.
Lemma 5. If c = biaidi = b2a2d2 and no nonunit I-(r-) factor of ax or a2 is an S-f actor of bi or b2 idi or d2), then ai~a2.
Proof. We might as well assume (pi, b2)i = l. \im= Corollary. Let R be a commutative Bezout ring and letcER* have a primary decomposition. Then this is unique up to order of factors and associates.
We conclude with an example2 of a commutative Bezout ring with elements having a primary decomposition but no prime factorization. 
, v = v -Xyfb = Vi -nSfb, we see that (1) holds with u, v replaced by u', v', and by (2) the latter are in RiC\ ■ • • r\Rf. By induction we find u, vER to satisfy (1) and this shows R to be a Bezout ring. In R, x-i is p,-primary but not a product of primes, and e.g. x(x -1) • • • (x -n) has a primary factorization. 
